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Speaker of the Month
Jack Trout
Meet the Speaker for Dinner
All members are invited to meet and have
dinner with this month’s speaker. Meet us
at Art’s Bar and Grill, dinner will be at 4:30
pm. The food is great and the prices are
very reasonable - each member pays for
their own meal and any drinks.
Art’s Bar & Grill
3357 University Avenue, Riverside 92501
(91 Fwy. @ University Ave.) 951-683-9520

His topic will include information about
fly fishing Cuba, Argentina and Belize. He is from Northern California (Mt.
Shasta) so he will also be speaking
about fishing streams in that part of the
state.

President’s Message
From Bill Reeves
Summer is over and the fall fishing season is coming up fast .I hope all of you had a chance to get
some fishing in this summer. We had better water
conditions this year locally and throughout the
West than the last few years.

If you had a good trip or fishing day I hope you will
share it with us at our November meeting which is
“Member’s Night”, please make arrangements with
VP Jerry Searcy if you want to share.
If you didn’t get to fish very much this summer I
hope you have plans to do some fishing this fall.
We have the closer coming up this month at Mammoth Lakes and I think this may be a good year on the
lakes and streams. I hope some dreams come true at the closer this time, I know the food will be good.

This month at our meeting we will vote on the updated version of our constitution that will bring it up
to date. Look on our website under ’what’s new’ for a copy of the proposed constitution.
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2017 Meetings & Speakers
Meetings are held 7:00pm on the 4th Wednesday
of each month, except August (5th Wednesday),
November (3rd Wednesday), and December
(Holiday Banquet), in the Izaak Walton Clubhouse, 2601 Dexter Drive, inside Fairmount Park,
Riverside, CA

Wear the Logo

September 27th: Jack Trout (Belize and Argentina)
October 25th: TBA
November 15th: Member’s presentations

December 5th: Holiday Banquet

DCFF Holiday
Banquet
Is going to be here
in a wink of an
eye!!!!

Deep Creek Fly Fishers Club Store
All items available at the monthly meetings.
Prices for 2017

SAVE THE DATE
DECEMBER
5TH

Coffee mugs:

Large
Small

$15.00
$13.00

Tee Shirts:

Long Sleeve
Short Sleeve

$15.00
$10.00

Hats:

1 size fits all

$17.00

Logo Decals:

Small

$4.00

HELP SUPPORT OUR CLUB

Logo Patches

$10.00

CHECK IT OUT

Logo Fly Box*

$15.00

*Orders for custom image boxes will be
taken. See Sean Robbins for details.

OPPORTUNITY DRAWING
Win some great fishing items
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2017 Education & Outings Calendar
2017 Education and Outings

Sept 12: Fly tying night
Sept 28 to Oct 5: Closer in Mammoth
Oct 10: Fly tying night
SEE THE WEB PAGE-CALENDAR FOR OTHER
FUTURE CLASSES AND OUTINGS

DCFF Calendar is on the Internet
The Calendar lists all the activities that are going on in
the club, such as training events, outings, meetings, conservation events, and many more.
To view the calendar:
1. Go to: www.deepcreekflyfisher.org
2. Click on the Calendar Tab at the top of the page
3. Then select: This Week, This Month, This Year, or
ICAL
To subscribe to the calendar:
Select ICAL, then Download the Public Events Calendar.
It will appear in your computers default Calendar Program. As long as you have access to the internet, it will
update automatically or you can “ refresh” to update the
current calendar page.

Unless otherwise noted, the events above will be held at Izaak Walton Clubhouse at 2601 Dexter Drive - inside
the City of Riverside’s Fairmount Park. If you need additional information contact the class instructor or event
coordinator. The cost for DCFF members is $10 per class and training outing. Coffee and soft drinks will be
available for full day classes and there will be a 1-hour lunch break if necessary.

DCFF 2017 Membership Drive
Membership applications are available at the
monthly meetings or on-line on the club web site at
www.deepcreekflyfishers.org under the heading
“About Us”. Also be sure to down load, sign, and
turn in the Release Waiver of Liability. The Club
dues remains the same.

In order for the club to continue providing the
great speakers for our meetings, fly fishing, casting, fly tying, rod building, and entomology classes,
and organize club outings we hope everyone that
attends our meetings, or visits our website to read
this newsletter regularly, will complete the application form and bring it with your payment to the next
meeting. Or, simply mail them to:

PARKING PERMITS REQUIRED FOR
OUR MEETING NIGHTS
Be sure to ask for a 2017 Parking Permit when attending the monthly meetings.
Per City ordinance, all vehicles parked in
parking lots at Fairmount Park from dusk
until dawn, without a permit will be ticketed. There is limited parking available in
front of our clubhouse. Overflow parking is
available directly across the street at Fairmont Park Golf Course.

Deep Creek Fly Fishers @ P.O. Box 8203, Redlands CA 92375
Thanks again for renewing your membership with
Deep Creek Fly Fishers. We hope everyone has a
great 2017!
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Trout in the Classroom
Intermediate Casting Clinic
November 11 and 18

Our annual training class for new Trout in the
Classroom teachers for this year was held on Saturday September 9. Hosted by CDFW’ers Hillary
Grez and Julia Swanson in their Ontario office.
Twenty new teachers were introduced to the TIC
program. Ten experienced TIC teachers shared
their experiences with the newbies and the reviews
were very good. Our DCF volunteers were active
in the planning, teaching and running the class.
Thanks to Dave Allred, Carlo Marchese, Mike Butler, Jerry Searcy, Bill Reeves, George Plescher,
Doug Spieske.

The Pasadena Casting Club has generously sponsored an Intermediate Casting Clinic at the PCC
clubhouse and pond this coming November that
will be open to enrollment from all South West
Council FFI club members. Enrollment is limited to
forty of which twenty are reserved to the PCC.
The clinic starts with the question “What does it
mean to be an intermediate caster?”. The answer,
in a word, is “control”. This clinic will first explore
how to add control to your casting in terms of loop
shape, distance, plane and angle. Secondly, these
principles and skills will be applied to a series of
fishing presentation casts.
Qualified students will be able to false cast thirty
feet with a three-foot-wide loop with roughly parallel legs.
An A Team of casting instructors is being assembled including veteran FFI Certified Casting Instructors and Master Casting Instructors as well
as an ACA National Tournament champion.
Scheduled for Saturday, November 11th and Saturday, November 18th from 8:00 AM to Noon.
Cost: $50.00
Registration and payment: Pasadena Casting
Club website.
Contact: C. Eric Callow, ecallow@sbcglobal.net,
(818) 219-2276

California Fly Fishing Open Tourney
On Sept. 23rd Southern Sierra Fly Fishers will be
hosting the 1st Annual California Fly Fishing Open
Tourney in Kernville. All fly fishing organizations are
welcome to participate including the clubs from SWC
and Northern California Council, PHW, CFR, manufactures, forums, etc.
This will be a 5 person team event with an entry fee
of $50 per person, which includes dinner. The net
proceeds from the entry fees will benefit Casting for
Recovery and Project Healing Waters. Southern Sierra will also be hosting a raffle for its own fund raiser.
The post Tourney activities will be held at Rivernook
Campgrounds. We encourage teams to wear team
shirts in the Olympic-like Opening ceremonies. Vendors and non-profit groups are also invited to have
booths. We will have 2 bands to provide entertainment.
If you are interested in competing or need more info
please contact Greg LaPolla @ glapolla@gmail.com.
The club will pay the entry fee if we have enough to
field a team.
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CDC-Enhanced Poor Man’s Copper John
SEPTEMBER 2017
SCOTT HANSON
Translated by CARL WUEBBEN

Fly Tying Nights 2017
October 12th

Our October Fly Tying night will be on October 12th. We meet at the clubhouse at 7:00
pm. We are tying to fill our fly boxes and
each donate a fly for the Holiday Banquet Fly
Auction. Come and join us and tie a whimsical fly for the Auction or your favorite fly. This
will be the last time we meet this year. In
January we will start up again.

If you’re a fan of John Barr’s Copper John series of
flies but don’t like tying them, then here’s a simple
one to make. The CDC-enhanced Poor Man’s Copper John. You can use a lot of different colored wire
for the abdomen and Cul de canard (CDC). It is a
simple addition to a lot of flies, like a Gold-Ribbed
Hare’s Ear or Pheasant Tail Nymph. I believe it can
really improve a nymph’s fish-catching ability. CDCenhanced nymphs will make a positive difference in
your fishing. Fish them during hatches and when
there are no hatches going on. It doesn’t matter
what is hatching, they work equally well during Mayfly, Caddisfly and even Midge hatches. And the best
thing about using CDC on nymphs is that it doesn’t
matter how slimy the feathers get when you catch
fish because it’s just going right back under the surface on the next cast. So no need to “de-slime”.
PATTERN
HOOK – Your favorite 1X-long nymph hook, sizes 18 to
10
BEAD – Copper bead
THREAD – 8/0 (70 denier), color to match the abdomen
TAIL – Pheasant Tail fibers
ABDOMEN – Small of medium wire: copper, gold, red,
wine, chartreuse or your favorite color

ALSO

HACKLE – Natural Dun CDC feather

FLY TYING CLASS BEFORE EACH MEETING
WITH CLARK STEVENS

THORAX – Olive-brown or peacock-ice dub

He will bring the materials, hooks, etc. to the meeting. You just need to bring your vise or you can
use one of the clubs.

HOW TO TIE
1. Debarb hook. Slip the bead on small hole first,
place hook in vice and start your thread behind
the beadhead up by the eyelet. Grab 6 to 10
pheasant tail fibers for the tail and measure out
your tail to about a hook shank length hanging
out the back and use the rest to tie down on the
hook shank with your thread. End your thread at
the beadhead.
Continued on Page 7

Please e-mail or call Clark Stevens cstevensrn@msn.com or (909) 438-1318 to let him
know how much material to bring. The next meeting will be at 4 pm at the clubhouse.
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CDC-Enhanced Poor Man’s Copper John
SEPTEMBER 2017
SCOTT HANSON
Continued

2. Tie on a piece of wire for the abdomen: tie it on
right behind the bead and then wrap your thread
over it back to the tail. Keep the wire along one
side of the hook shank to ensure a flat body.
Bring your thread back up to the beadhead.
3. Wrap the wire up the hook shank with very close
wraps (try for no gap between the wire). Take it
to the beadhead and tie off. Then helicopter the
tag end of wire off.
4. Tie on a CDC feather by the rear of the beadhead. Clip off your tag end and then wrap the
CDC feather to form a sparse collar. Tie off and
clip your tag end.

THE TROUT MENTOR =
ELIMINATE PRESSURE

5. Dub a small thorax by twisting the dubbing between your index finger and your thumb. Then
wrap onto the hook behind the beadhead, this
will push your CDC rearward. Whip finish and
clip your thread.

DON’T LIMIT THIS TO FLY FISHING, OR
TROUT
The first fly fishing experience needn’t be with a
fly rod. Don’t be afraid to stick a fly on the end of
a spinning rod with a bobber. Focus on panfish,
sometimes even over trout. A love of trout will
come, but nothing gets a kid to fall in love with
fishing faster than an afternoon of catching a
couple dozen fish. And that is often the realm of
bluegill and crappie not trout. (Tom Bie – The
Drake magazine)

A very simple and effective fly!

Don’t get hung up on terminal gear. A Spiderman rod and a bobber and worm are totally appropriate technology. The mission here is to
catch fish and have fun. As time goes on, the
tackle changes and we kill fewer fish. There’s a
natural progression, I think, from worm drowner/
fish killer to fly angler/conservationist. But you
gotta start them where they are.

TIE UP A DOZEN OR TWO – AND GO FISHING***
But remember to practice
C.P.R. =CATCH

– PICTURE – RELEASE=

KEEP THEM WET

Any questions or comments call or e-mail
CARL WUEBBEN (909)953-7182
Prostock37@sbcglobal.net

(Walt Gasson – Director of T.U.)
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Mid September San Juan Trip
Written by Cliff Dell
Kurt called me after the club’s Memorial Day San
Juan trip, wanting to schedule a return trip
(obviously, he’d been impressed). We discussed a
couple weekends that fit our schedules. Mid August was a thought, but a quick check of weather
patterns nixed that idea. We settled on mid September.
We took an early Friday morning flight to Albuquerque, then drove 3 hours to Fisheads (the trip up
550 was more scenic and easier driving than I remember on the other roads through Navajo country). After quick check in at Fisheads, we headed to
Texas Hole for a couple hours of wading before
sunset. The wading just above Texas Hole was
very scenic, easy wading (18” water), lots of fishermen (probably 40 – 50 in eye sight), but not
crowed. We saw hundreds of fat 16” fish but
caught nothing. So, we were looking forward 2
days with a guide to show us what we were doing
wrong.

a trade off in angler comfort (didn’t matter to him, but
it does to me). If I go again (other than the club Memorial Day trip), I’d make it between mid September
and late October. Kurt is favoring a return trip in midJune, which is when the best surface fishing would
be (according to Corey).
Bead fishing: Corey is sold on it for our time of
year. For more info, Google - Hatchmag.com “beads
are better”

We fished with Corey Saturday and Sunday. Other
than the last 3 hours of Sunday, we fished a plastic
beads. Corey had a collection of beads in a dozen
colors and each color in a couple sizes. The “fly”
below the bead was simply an anodized #18 red
hook, fished 2” below the bead. He tied an #18
nymph 10” below (Naked Lady and others), but the
majority of our fish were caught on the bead hook.

Fish: again, we caught lots of fat 14 – 16” fish, and a
few 17 – 18”. There were a couple 20” caught on
other boats that weekend. Bigger fish were present. Kurt hooked one very large fish, estimated at
27”. Corey knew the fish, instantly knew Kurt had
the resident monster for that hole. It fought differently from any other fish that weekend. No long runs,
no jumping, just a big log at the bottom of the hole
that moved around a little. The hook popped out after 5 minutes.

We fished Texas Hole for an hour the first morning,
before starting out drift. Caught a fish or two
each. For the next day and a half, we consistently
caught a fish or two every hour. We ended up with
about 15 fish each, each day. Most were nice 14 –
16”, with a couple 17-18”, and a handful of fresh 10
- 12” stockers.. Our catch was fairly balanced between rainbows and browns.

Guides – I’ve fished the San Juan with Corey and
“Crazy Mike”, impressed with both, would gladly do it
again with either.

On day 2 afternoon (after 20 minutes of hail), a very
slight surface bite started. We spent the rest of the
day throwing (Kurt, what were the dries? Foam
beetle of some sort?). Fishing was slower, but a
nice change from nymphing. We each caught 3 – 4
nice fish
We drove back to Albuquerque Monday morning
and took at early afternoon flight home. Was a
great 4 day weekend.
Take Aways
Season: Corey was hard pressed to say which season was his favorite. He catches fish in the snow in
winter and in 100 degree summer days, but there is
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Fly fishing on Henry’s Fork in
Idaho

Fly fishing on the Stanislaus
River in Central California

Salmon-fly Invasion
John Busey featured on the front of Henry’s Fork
Angelers web site May 13, 2017

From Knights Ferry to the confluence of the San
Joaquin and Stanislaus River, fishing is popular
and many Central Valley residents will attest to
that. The types of fish on this section are much
more varied, with species of trout, salmon, carp,
crappie, and bass found up and down the stream.
On this entire section trout and salmon are ALWAYS protected, and are never to be kept.
Above Oakdale Recreation Area (westward) only
artificial lures and barbless hooks are allowed,
while below Oakdale Rec. there are no bait or
gear restrictions. Fishing is allowed except in November and December, when large numbers of
salmon are in their spawning stage. There are
multiple access points to the river for every kind
of fisherman, and fish range from small (release!)
to striped bass that weigh in at over 30 lbs!

Aaron Ross and his dog “Cappie” fishing on
the Stanislaus River
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San Gabriel Mountains
structures, and other objects of historic or scientific
interest.”

Forever

It was designed to shield Indian artifacts from looting and generally means land is off-limits for farming, ranching, harvest, mining and oil and gas exploration.

LA County Supports Keeping San Gabriel Mountains as National Monument” (San Gabriel Valley
Tribune, May 2017)

Tracy Brunner, president of the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association, is among critics who say
the original law has expanded into a landmanagement tool locking up millions of acres that
would be better managed by state governments.
“Executive branch abuse of the Antiquities Act has
moved far beyond its original intent, with devastating effects for local economies — particularly in rural
areas of the West,” Brunner said when speaking in
January in support of a bill by Sen. Lisa Murkowski,
R-Alaska, that would require congressional and
state legislative approval of national monuments.
“It’s unacceptable for any president to have this
much unilateral authority over land management
decision-making,” Brunner said. “Impacted local
communities and the American people deserve a
seat at the table, as well.”

LOS ANGELES >> The Board of Supervisors voted
Tuesday to take steps to maintain the designation of
the San Gabriel Mountains as a national monument,
in the wake of President Donald Trump’s executive
order to review monuments created since 1996.

Former President Barack Obama declared the San
Gabriel Mountains a national monument in 2014,
which Solis said was the culmination of years of effort.

Supervisor Hilda Solis proposed seeking support
from the county’s congressional delegation.

“We cannot have decades of hard work signed
away with a stroke of a pen,” Solis said. Environmental advocates agreed.

“The San Gabriel Mountains are visited by millions
of people that come from near and far to enjoy this
breathtaking natural gem,” Solis said. “The designation of a National Monument was meant to preserve and enhance the natural, historic, and scenic
resources of the San Gabriel Mountains and the valley.”

“These mountains represent 70 percent of our open
space in the county and 30 percent of our drinking
water,” said Amy Wong, coalition coordinator for the
San Gabriel Mountains Forever. “An attack on one
national monument is an attack on all national monuments.”

The executive order, signed April 26, targets monuments that cover at least 100,000 acres and is intended to “end another egregious use of government power” under the Antiquities Act, according to
Trump.

Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke has said he will provide an interim report within 45 days and called the
review “long overdue.” That report is expected to
include specific recommendations about Bears Ears
National Monument in Utah, a designation that drew
both heavy criticism and praise when it was announced near the end of Obama’s term.

“The Antiquities Act does not give the federal government unlimited power to lock up millions of acres
of land and water, and it’s time that we ended this
abusive practice,” he said.

Another 24-40 monuments will be subject to review,
by Zinke’s count, but no special mention has been
made of the San Gabriel Mountains.

The Antiquities Act, signed in 1906, gives the president the ability to designate parcels of federally
owned land as national monuments in order to protect “historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric
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